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This kit is intended to work with our FM coolant reroute kit, allowing you to reroute the turbo water so that the
engine as a whole runs cooler. It’s a simple install, but be sure to route the lines carefully. If you have any

questions or suggestions for improvements, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us.

Rev 1.0

FM COOLANT REROUTE MSM TURBO 
CONNECTION KIT 09-61050
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Not everyone can perform every installation. It is critical that you be honest 
with yourself in regards to your ability. We’re more than happy to help, but there are 
only so many things we can do from the other end of a phone / computer. If in doubt, 
discuss the install with us before you dive in. Improper installation could cause injury 

and / or death!
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Required tools:
• Metric socket set 
• Pliers 
• T-45 Torx bit

1. If  you haven’t already, start by draining the cooling system of its coolant.

2. Under the hood, begin by removing the shock tower brace. Using pliers, pinch and slide 
back the spring clamps holding the three hoses to the brace (1, 2, 3).  Then remove the four 
bolts holding the brace to the towers using a 12mm socket.

3. (Factory air box cars only) If your car still has the factory air box, remove it at this time. 
Disconnect the crossover tube where it clamps to the mass air flow sensor using a 10mm 
socket. Remove the three fasteners holding the box (12mm) and the one fastener holding the 
snorkel (10mm). Unplug the two sensors plugged into the box and unclip the harness tabs. 
Now you can remove the box.

4. Remove the factory washer reservoir if 
equipped. Unplug the electrical connector and 
use a pair of pliers unclip the harness from the 
reservoir bracket. Use a 12mm socket on the 
two bolts shown (4, 5). At this point the hose is 
still attached. Pull the reservoir out of the engine 
bay, then carefully remove the hose and set 
the reservoir aside. The fluid will leak out of the 
pump so plug it with your finger or a shop rag 
while you move it.

Torque specs
• NPT threads: hand-tight + 1.5-3 turns

• Blue Loctite
• Small prying screwdriver
• Funnel
• Drain pan for coolant
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5. Remove the compressor outlet pipe 
(6) from the turbo using a T-45 torx 
bit. Take care to not lose the gasket. 
Use pliers to loosen and slide back 
the clamp shown (7). Disconnect the 
vacuum line that feeds the wastegate 
(or boost controller). You can now 
remove the intake section consisting of 
the black compressor outlet pipe (6), the 
chrome pipe, and the 90 degree rubber 
elbow (7). Plug the turbo outlet with a 
clean towel or tape over the flange to 
keep debris out of the turbo. 

6. Remove the turbo manifold heat 
shield by removing the five bolts using 
a 10mm socket. To avoid breaking the 
dipstick handle it is a good idea to set it 
aside and plug the dip stick tube. Swing 
the O2 sensor retainer out of the way.

7. Remove the compressor inlet pipe 
(8) that fits into the factory rubber 
coupler shown. The factory pipe will 
have a large spring clamp. Be careful as 
the clamp has a lot of potential energy. 
Shown is a FM Mazdaspeed intake 
pipe which uses a constant torque 
clamp which takes an 8mm socket to 
loosen (9). Disconnect any plumbing or 
electrical to be able to remove the intake 
pipe. Once removed, plug the coupler 
with a clean shop towel to keep debris 
out of the turbo.
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8. Remove the return hard line by unbolting 
the upper banjo bolt on the side of the turbo 
using a 14mm socket (10). Remove the 
bolt that secures the line to the compressor 
housing using an 8mm wrench (11). On 
the return hose pull back the heat sleeve 
as shown (12). There is now access to the 
spring clamp which can be loosened and slid 
back using pliers. Remove the hose from the  
bypass hose barb and remove the rubber 
hose which will not be reused.

9. Using 36” of the supplied 5/16” silicone 
hose, install 12” of heat sleeve over one end 
and install it on the turbo return hard line removed in step 8 using a supplied clamp. This will 
be a relatively tight fit, so there are a few hints to ease the job. First, it’s easier to push the heat 
sleeve on than pull it on. Once it’s started, you can push a larger section on, which will create a 
roll of heat sleeve which can then be worked down the length of the hose. Short-lived lubricant 
- e.g. Simple Green - can also ease its installation. Reinstall the hard line onto the turbo using 
the original hardware but using the two new 12mm crush washers supplied.

10. Using 24” of supplied 5/16” hose add 12” 
of the heat sleeve to one end and attach the sleeved 
end to the hose barb on the bypass pipe using a 
supplied clamp (13). You can also reinstall the factory 
heat sleeve over top as an added measure of heat 
protection. Route this line as shown (14). 

11. On the reroute remove the 1/8”NPT plug (if 
equipped) on the upper port on the driver side of the 
reroute and add the 1/8”NPT -> 5/16” hose barb (15). 
The lower port should remain plugged, unlike what is 
shown.
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This kit effectively replaces the turbo coolant 
return line, so we need to remove the original 
hose. The access here is difficult so the 
instructions below make things as easy as 
possible. You may find that you do not need 
to perform everything listed in step 8. 
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12. Reinstall the washer reservoir including the 
hose and route the turbo return hose (from step 
9) around the reservoir as shown. Add zip ties 
as needed to secure the line. Route this line the 
rest of the way to the reroute. Line it up with the 
upper barb and trim the hose to fit as necessary. 
Remember it is easier to remove more hose 
than to add it back on so trim carefully. Once 
the hose is trimmed to fit, add 12” of heat sleeve 
to the end. You can fully attach the hose at this 
time using a supplied clamp.

13. Remove the factory bypass hose (16). Using 
the remainder of the supplied 5/16” hose, tee, and 
clamps install a new bypass hose this time including 
the tee so that it points toward the driver side as 
shown.

14. From step 10 route the line to run parallel 
to the frame rail and around the front of the 
power steering supply line and parallel to the 
belts as shown. Add zip ties where necessary 
to secure the line. Route the hose to attach to 
the open barb of the tee from step 13 using a 
supplied clamp and trimming off excess hose as 
necessary.  

15. At this point things need to go back together. After removing the shop towel used to keep 
debris out of the turbo, reinstall the compressor inlet pipe, securing it with the original clamp.

16. Reinstall the manifold heat shield with original hardware. Be sure to reinstall the O2 wire 
holder and the dip stick if you removed it earlier.

17. After removing the towel (or tape) from the compressor outlet, reinstall the compressor 
outlet pipe assembly using the original hardware and gasket. Be sure to secure the clamp on 
the other end of the assembly and to reattach the wastegate vacuum line. Reinstall the factory 
airbox if equipped.

18. Reinstall the shock tower brace and secure the three hoses removed.

19. If you are installing the FM coolant reroute, continue following those instructions. If not, fill 
the car back up with coolant and check for leaks. 
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